Configuration design problems, characterized by the assembly of components into a final desired solution, are common in engineering design. Various theoretical approaches have been offered for solving configuration type problems, but few studies have examined the approach that humans naturally use to solve such problems. This work applies data-mining techniques to quantitatively study the processes that designers use to solve configuration design problems. The guiding goal is to extract beneficial design process heuristics that are generalizable to the entire class of problems. The extraction of these human problem-solving heuristics is automated through the application of hidden Markov models to the data from two behavioral studies. Results show that designers proceed through four procedural states in solving configuration design problems, roughly transitioning from topology design to shape and parameter design. High-performing designers are distinguished by their opportunistic tuning of parameters early in the process, enabling a more effective and nuanced search for solutions.
Introduction
The selection and assembly of specific components to accomplish a well-defined objective is a familiar task in engineering, commonly referred to as configuration design [1] . Although a variety of theoretical approaches to solving configuration design problems have been developed, little research has been conducted to observe how humans naturally approach such problems. Thus, the overarching goal of this work is to examine the results of two behavioral studies of configuration design [2, 3] to extract beneficial heuristics. The approach used to extract these heuristics is formal, novel, and data-driven. Specifically, we mine the behavioral study data using hidden Markov models to extract welldefined descriptions of design behavior and process. It is shown that hidden Markov models trained on the data are robust enough to indicate strong similarities between the two behavioral studies, and are also sensitive enough to discover and clarify the procedural differences between high-and low-performing designers. A comparison of these performance-differentiated process models provides insights leading to effective and general configuration design heuristics. The extraction of these guiding heuristics is necessary because many configuration design problems do not admit well-defined objective functions. This precludes their solution through numerical algorithms and necessitates direct processing by designers who may benefit from the heuristics found in this work.
This work specifically mines the data generated by humans while designing either a truss structure or an internet-connected cooling system. For both problems, the solving approach used by participants generally conformed to a propose-critique-modify methodology, one frequently utilized for configuration design [4] . This method begins with an initial solution (propose), evaluates the solution against constraints and objectives (critique), and changes the solution to reduce constraint violations or improve objectives (modify). Propose-critique-modify and other methods [5] provide a structured approach for searching the solution space associated with a given configuration problem. However, the solution space of configuration design problems branches polynomially [1] , meaning that it tends to be both complex and large. Methods like propose-critique-modify cannot search efficiently unless they are guided by insights about the problem or heuristics that reduce the effective size of the solution space. This paper leverages a data-mining approach to accomplish the extraction and codification of beneficial heuristics used by human designers.
Other work has examined the patterns of rule-based operations that are used by humans to solve a truss-type configuration problem. The rule-based operations for truss design problems are typically broken into three classes: topology operations (which modify the connectedness of the truss), spatial operations (which change the location of existing joints), and parameter operations (which modify the characteristics of structural members). Behavioral study participants were shown to predominantly use topology operations during the early phases of design, and progressively use more spatial and parameter operations in later phases [6] . A comparison of high-and low-performing teams in that study showed that high-performing teams used a smaller proportion of topology operations throughout the study [6] . However, both high-and low-performing teams progressively introduced more parameter and spatial operations at approximately the same rate. Statistical models were used to examine the sequential patterns employed during configuration design [7] . It was revealed that strong sequencing of operations was important for achieving high quality designs. Specifically, topology operations were often applied together in specific sequences with other topology operations, while spatial and parameter operations were applied separately. It has also been noted that strong spatial cognition abilities are correlated to better outcomes in configuration design tasks [8] . Studies that examine configuration design can be challenging for participants, requiring them to not only create models but also interact with and modify those models to meet specific objectives.
Designers are known to frequently switch between embodiment and detail design activities in the later stages of the design process [9] . This type of switching between different levels of detail or abstraction can be an indication of opportunistic design behavior [10] , which is characterized by responsiveness to emergent requirements or the characteristics of partial solutions [11] . Bender and Blessing [12] linked the concept of opportunism in design to the use of prescriptive methodologies in early conceptual design. Specifically, it was demonstrated that a hierarchical, phase-oriented approach (i.e., a highly structured prescriptive methodology) produced final design solutions with worse quality than those produced with a completely unstructured trial-and-error approach. The best solutions resulted from participants who used a balanced approach that merged opportunistic solving with a small degree of hierarchical structure [12] . Configuration design can involve different degrees of abstraction or detail, ranging from the connectivity of components (more abstract) to the tuning of component parameters (more detailed). Thus, opportunistic switching between these levels may play an important role in the data mined in this work.
Little research has been conducted to observe how humans naturally approach configuration problems. However, such descriptive research is a necessary initial step before prescriptive heuristics can be codified. In this work, the treatment of designer activity as a hidden Markov process makes it possible to infer data-driven process models directly from a log of designer activity, providing a descriptive basis. The resultant hidden Markov models can then be used to compare the design process used on different configuration design problems, as well as comparing the process used by high-and low-performing designers. This comparison aims at extracting prescriptive recommendations, with the ultimate goal of directing designers toward configuration design procedures that reduce the effective size of the search space. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides background on hidden Markov models and their uses. Section 3 reviews the two human behavioral studies that are analyzed in the remainder of the paper. Section 4 explains the analytical methods used to analyze the data from the two human studies. Section 5 details the results of applying hidden Markov methodology to configuration design data, Sec. 6 provides a comparative discussion of the resulting models from the two behavioral studies, and Sec. 7 summarizes conclusions and identifies directions for future work. Ultimately, this work demonstrates that the patterns used by designers during configuration design may be problem-independent, and that there may exist heuristics that improve performance within the general class of configuration problems.
Hidden Markov Model
A hidden Markov model describes a stochastic process in which a system transitions between a finite number of discrete states which cannot be directly observed [13] . Instead, the states probabilistically output tokens that can be observed. Each state is assumed to have a probability distribution over the set of possible output tokens, and one token is emitted from the system at every timestep. Therefore, the sequence of tokens that is produced by a hidden Markov model gives information about the structure of the hidden states.
The parameters that define the hidden Markov model are the transition matrix, T, and the emission matrix, E. The transition matrix contains the probability of transitioning to a future state from a current state, where the value of T ij is the probability of transitioning from state i to state j. The transition matrix has size k Â k, where k is the number of hidden states. The emission matrix contains the probability that a token will be emitted from a given state, where E ij is the probability that state i will emit token j. The emission matrix has size k Â m, where m is the number of tokens, and k is the number of hidden states.
The mathematics describing hidden Markov models were established by Baum et al. [17] . One of the first practical uses of hidden Markov models was for speech recognition [18] , but they have also been utilized in fields as diverse as protein modeling [19] , economic forecasting [20] , team military tactics [21] , and cognitive skill acquisition [22] . Figure 1 shows a hidden Markov model with three hidden states and three emission tokens. Hidden states are shown by circles, and emission tokens are shown with squares. The transitions between hidden states are shown with solid arrows, and the emissions are shown with dashed arrows. The entries of the emission matrix are shown next to arrows that indicate the relevant emission, and transition probabilities are omitted for clarity.
In the application explored in this work, the tokens emitted by the model are design operations. By treating the design operations probabilistically in this way, the hidden states that constitute the model represent the underlying cognitive or procedural states that the designer transitions through during the design process. Information on design quality is used here to sort behavioral data prior to training hidden Markov models, enabling the creation of models that specifically correspond to high performance. However, our approach intentionally refrains from incorporating quality data in the models themselves. Design problems often do not have well-defined objective functions, and designers may spend extended periods of time working on incomplete solutions that cannot yet be evaluated. Avoiding the use of solution quality information in the models developed here ensures that the extracted heuristics can be utilized by designers who are facing ill-defined problems or are working on incomplete solutions. Further, it will be shown that the models created here encode procedural differences that may be useful for predicting the performance of designers.
Hidden Markov models have been used previously to analyze the cognitive procedural stages in problem-solving tasks [22, 23] . Since design is often viewed as problem-solving, the use of hidden Markov models in the current application is justified. An important feature of the previous work is that the model transition probabilities were constrained in such a way that the model could only proceed linearly through the hidden states. However, the procedural aspects of design are often nonlinear, and designers often return to earlier design stages and iterate on solutions [24] [25] [26] . Therefore, the current application requires a more general modeling style that enables these nonlinear aspects. To that end, we employ hidden Markov models with no directional constraints on state transitions.
A key assumption in the use of this type of model is that the state of a system depends only on the immediately previous state (rather than multiple previous states). This is known as first-order sequencing. While this may initially seem to be a limitation, other work has demonstrated that including multiple previous states does not significantly increase model veracity for Markov-based models in design applications [7] . In addition, evidence from Transactions of the ASME studies of humans solving tavern puzzles has shown that firstorder sequencing is important for effective problem-solving [27] .
Data Sets
The data sets analyzed in this work were derived from two previously conducted behavioral studies. The first study tasked engineering students with the design of a truss structure [2] , and the second study tasked a different group of engineering students with the design of an internet-connected home cooling system [3] . A review of both studies is given in this section, with an overview of key characteristics provided in Table 1 .
Both behavioral studies were conducted in teams, but the current work treats data from these studies at the individual level. This type of individual-level analysis can be performed on the team-based data for two reasons. First, a separate series of operations was logged independently for every participant, rather than collecting aggregated data at the team level. Second, the fraction of time spent working individually was much larger than the fraction of time spent interacting with teammates for both studies, so patterns of behavior resulted primarily from individual effort.
Data From Truss Behavioral Study.
In the truss behavioral study, teams of three senior mechanical engineering students were tasked with the design of a truss structure. Restricting participation to seniors in mechanical engineering helped to ensure that all participants had basic fluency in structural mechanics concepts. The original study was also designed to test teams' responses to dynamic and changing design scenarios, so the problem statement was unexpectedly changed at two points during solving. The initial problem statement asked participants to design a truss to cross two spans and support a load at the middle of each. The first unexpected change instructed participants to consider the possibility that one of the three supports for the truss could fail due to an adversarial attack. Thus, participants were required to make their truss structurally redundant to survive such an attack. The second change introduced an area through which no members could pass, essentially requiring students to design around an obstacle. For each problem statement, participants were given a required factorof-safety and a target mass.
Every participant was given access to a graphical truss design computer program to facilitate completion of the design task. More information on this tool can be found in Ref. [2] . Through this interface, participants could construct, analyze, and share trusses within their team. Solution quality was automatically computed and displayed to participants. The interface was also used to record a full log of the actions and operations of the participants. In constructing their trusses, participants could perform seven distinct design operations: adding a joint, removing a joint, adding a member, removing a member, moving a joint, changing the size of all members simultaneously, and changing the size of a single member. There was no limitation on the total number of joints or members that could be created, or on the number of members that could be connected to a single joint. Every participant performed an average of 400-500 such operations. A short example operation sequence is provided in Fig. 2 . The truss design problem constitutes a full configuration design problem, per the guidelines provided by Wielinga and Schreiber [5] . This type of problem is characterized by parameterized components (e.g., size of members, location of joints), the lack of a predefined arrangement, and functional or global requirements and constraints (e.g., factor of safety, mass).
Prior to beginning their design work, each participant engaged in a 10-min computer-guided tutorial that introduced them to the functionality of the user interface and reiterated basic structural mechanics concepts. This tutorial ensured that participants had adequate knowledge of the computer interface when they started to design, removing the need to learn how to operate the interface while simultaneously creating a solution.
Data From Home Cooling System Behavioral Study.
This study tasked teams of three mechanical engineering students with the design of an internet-connected cooling system for a home. Participants were instructed to minimize the total cost of the cooling system (accounting for both the cost of the system itself and amortized operating costs) and to minimize temperature within the home. Participants were given target values for both objectives. The primary purpose of this study was to test the effect of different interaction frequencies on team performance. Three different conditions were tested with zero interaction, low interaction, and moderate interaction. Much like the truss study, participants in this study were given access to a computer interface that allowed them to construct, analyze, and share solutions within their teams (solution quality was automatically computed and displayed). The computer interface was also used to record a full log of the actions and operations of the participants. More information about this interface can be found in Refs. [3, 28] .
Three fundamental product types could be used to create a cooling system: sensors, to sense the temperature in specific rooms; coolers, to reduce the temperature in specific rooms; and processors, to read the information from sensors and decide which coolers to activate and when to activate them. The connectivity of these products was limited so that any cooler or sensor could only be connected to one processor. However, a processor could be connected to any number of coolers and sensors. There were no constraints on the location at which these products could be added within the home. In constructing their systems, participants could perform nine fundamental design operations: adding a processor, adding a sensor, adding a cooler, removing a processor, removing a sensor, removing a cooler, moving a cooler, moving a sensor, and resizing a cooler. A key difference between this study and the truss behavioral study is that participants were made to perform exactly 50 design operations, thus ensuring parity between the different conditions. This is approximately an order of magnitude below the number of operations performed by participants in the truss behavioral study. Participants were made aware of this limitation at the beginning of the study, and the computer interface communicated the number of operations remaining. The cooling system design problem is also a case of full configuration design since components are parameterized (sensor/cooler location, cooler flow/power), the problem lacks a predefined arrangement, and global requirements and constraints are implemented (cost, temperature) [5] . A short example sequence of operations for this problem is provided in Fig. 3 , with shading indicating temperature.
Participation in this study was restricted to students in mechanical engineering, which helped to ensure a common set of background knowledge. In addition, post hoc analysis of the results did not reveal a significant effect on performance based on the number of students who noted drawing upon relevant coursework during the study. Thus, it is unlikely that variations in domainspecific knowledge played a role in solution quality. In addition, before beginning to design, participants engaged in a 10-min computer-guided tutorial that introduced them to the functionality of the computer interface. This tutorial ensured that participants had adequate knowledge of the computer interface before beginning to design, mitigating the need to learn how to operate the interface while also attempting to create a viable solution.
Heuristic Mining Methodology
This work analyzes the data from behavioral studies using hidden Markov models. This section outlines the specific methodology used in the analysis. Section 4.1 outlines the Baum-Welch algorithm, which provides a means for computing the transmission and emission matrices for a hidden Markov model. The Baum-Welch algorithm assumes that the number of hidden states is known, but such information was not available for the current application. For that reason, Sec. 4.2 outlines the procedure used here to estimate the correct number of hidden states. Section 4.3 details the procedure used for computing high-performance and low-performance hidden Markov models.
The Baum-Welch Algorithm.
If the number of hidden states (k) is known, a hidden Markov model can be trained using the Baum-Welch algorithm [17] . This algorithm uses an expectation-maximization approach [29] to provide maximumlikelihood estimates of the transition matrix (which dictates the transition probabilities between hidden states) and the emission matrix (which defines the distribution of token emissions over hidden states). The expectation step of the Baum-Welch algorithm utilizes the forward-backward algorithm to compute the probability that every observation in the training data resulted from any state in the model [30] . The maximization step then updates the transmission and emission probabilities of the model so that the likelihood of the observed data (given the model parameters) is maximized. A more detailed account of the algorithm is given in Ref. [13] .
Determining the Number of Hidden
States. The correct number of hidden states to use for the current application in design is not known. Therefore, it becomes necessary to use the Baum-Welch algorithm to train several models with varying values of k, and then compare them in some way to select the best value. In this work, we trained several models with values of k from one to the number of operations associated with the design Transactions of the ASME problem (seven for truss study, and nine for the cooling system study). Higher values of k are not necessary because the emission probabilities of the states are no longer linearly independent when the number of hidden states is greater than the number of emission tokens (design operations). Furthermore, when k is equal to the number of operations, the emission matrix becomes equal to the identity matrix, and the model collapses to a firstorder Markov chain. Similarly, when k ¼ 1 the hidden Markov model contains only a single state, which amounts to a simple frequency distribution over operations. Both of these cases are detailed in Ref. [7] . For each value of k, models were trained using leave-one-out cross-validation [31] . For a data set consisting of n samples (each sample here consists of the data from a single participant), this cross-validation approach trains a model with n À 1 samples, and then tests the model on the sample that was not used for training. Training a model on data from multiple individuals in this way increases the generalizability of the results. This procedure is repeated until every individual sample has been used for testing. The best value for k can be then be selected by comparing the set of trained models based on testing log-likelihood (indicative of the model's ability to represent data that it was not explicitly trained on). Specifically, we selected the lowest value of k for which the testing log-likelihood of the trained model was not significantly different from the testing log-likelihood of the model trained with maximum k. This selection criterion balances between model parsimony and descriptive accuracy by selecting the smallest number of hidden states necessary to offer a significantly accurate description of the data.
Training Models on Performance-Differentiated Data.
A key aspect of this work is the utilization of hidden Markov models to compare the procedures used by high-performing and low-performing designers. To perform this comparison, the participants from each study were segmented according to performance to produce a high-performing segment and a lowperforming segment (both constituting roughly one third of the total population).
Of the 48 individuals that took part in the truss study, 15 individuals (31.25% of the population) were designated as highperforming designers and 15 individuals (31.25% of the population) were designed as low-performing designers based on an evaluation of the final and intermittent design solutions provided by their teams. A detailed account of how high-and lowperforming designers were designated is available in Ref. [2] . The difference in the strength-to-weight ratio of final designs delivered by these groups was statistically significant (F ¼ 11.72, p < 0.01).
A total of 67 individuals participated in the cooling system study. The individuals whose final design solution met or exceeded the target values for cost and temperature were designated as high-performing designers. The individuals whose final design solution met neither target value were designated as lowperforming designers. This procedure resulted in the identification of 16 high-performing designers (23.88% of the population) and 22 low-performing designers (32.86% of the population). Highperforming designers achieved solutions with significantly lower peak temperature (F ¼ 26.01, p < 0.001) and significantly lower total cost (F ¼ 18.81, p < 0.001) than their low-performing counterparts.
Results
This section contains the results of training hidden Markov models on various segments of the behavioral study data. First, hidden Markov models were trained on the data from each study as a whole, providing an aggregate process model of designer activity. Next, separate hidden Markov models were trained on the data from high-and low-performing designers, providing an indication of beneficial heuristics. Figure 4 shows the results of training hidden Markov models with varying numbers of hidden states on data from the truss study. Error bars indicate one standard error (S.E.). Models trained with three or fewer hidden states had testing log-likelihood values that were significantly lower than the most complex model (seven hidden states in this case), indicating that these models offered relatively low accuracy. The first model that is statistically indistinguishable from the highest complexity model in terms of testing log-likelihood is that trained with four hidden states. Therefore, k ¼ 4 is the best value to use in the current application, as it strikes a balance between parsimony and descriptive accuracy.
Aggregate Process Models.
The transition and emission matrices for a four-state model trained across all truss study are provided in Fig. 5 . The shading of each square in the matrices indicates the magnitude of the element, and the probability value is also denoted by the text within the square. The operation labels for the emission matrix also contain a percentage indicating the raw frequency with which each operation occurred.
The transition matrix of the hidden Markov model (shown on the left in Fig. 5 ) has strong diagonal elements, all of which are more than 60% and two of which are above 90%. This indicates that a designer is likely to remain in the same state while applying several successive operations. The operations that a designer applies in each state are shown in the emission matrix on the right in Fig. 5 . The emission matrix shows that operations are almost perfectly partitioned into states. In other words, a given operation is likely to be applied in only one of the four states.
A visual representation of the four-state hidden Markov model is provided in Fig. 6 that indicates the most likely operations for each state. Circular nodes indicate the hidden states, numbered 1-4. Rectangular nodes represent the most probable emissions from each hidden state (and are labeled with the appropriate operation name). The arrows connecting the nodes represent the probability of a transition between hidden states (if the arrow connects two circular nodes) or the probability of a design operation given the current hidden state (if the arrow connects a circular node to a rectangular node).
Each of these hidden states corresponds to a specific design intention. In states 1 and 2, the designer is exclusively concerned with the topology of the truss. State 1 specifically corresponds to construction of a truss topology (through joint addition and member addition), while state 2 corresponds to destruction of parts of the truss topology (through joint and member removal). There is a 3% chance of transitioning from state 1 to state 2, but a 27% Fig. 4 Testing log-likelihood on truss study data for models with increasing number of hidden states (error bars show 61 S.E.) chance of transitioning from state 2 back to state 1. This indicates that the default topology mode of designers during the study was construction; transitions to the destructive state were rare and did not last long before a return to construction. This argument is supported by the relative infrequency of removal operation (see raw operation frequencies in Fig. 5 ).
In states 3 and 4, the designer is exclusively concerned with the modification of truss parameters within a fixed topology. In state 3, this involves the movement of joints or the modification of the size of all structural members simultaneously. Both operations impact multiple structural elements at the same time, and this kind of coarse parametric optimization provides a good complement to the earlier topology optimization. A designer in state 3 has a 78% chance of remaining in that state. However, when they finally leave the state, they have a higher chance of transitioning back to one of the topology states (14%) than transitioning forward to the other parameter state (8%). Once a designer reaches state 4, they are highly likely to stay there, having only a 4% chance of leaving the state after each operation. In this state, designers apply a single operation that changes the size of a single member at a time. This impacts only one structural member at a time, and is thus indicative of very detailed design that might occur when a solution is nearly complete. Figure 7 shows the results of training hidden Markov models with varying numbers of hidden states on data from the cooling system study. Again, the first model that is not statistically different from the most complex model has four hidden states. Therefore, k ¼ 4 is the best value to use in the current application since it offers a balance between accuracy and simplicity. This is the same number of hidden states selected for the truss design data, which is surprising given that the behavioral studies were conducted with two significantly different design problems (structural versus fluid/thermal), and that the number of operations used per participant differed by nearly an order of magnitude (400-500 operations/participant for the truss problem versus 50 operations/ participant for the cooling system problem). The commonality of four hidden states may be due to a common cognitive constraint that holds across different configuration design problems. The transition and emission matrices for a four-state model trained on all available data are provided in Fig. 8 . In this model, the transition matrix has some strong diagonal elements, much like the preferred model for the truss study. However, unlike the truss study, several off-diagonal elements also have large values, in some cases greater than the values of the diagonal elements. While all except one diagonal element is greater than 50%, none exceed 90%. In addition, one of the off-diagonal elements is larger than 50%, indicating a very common transition between states. These observations show that designers in the cooling system study frequently moved between strategic states, whereas designers in the truss study tended to remain within a state for longer periods. A similar degree of operational restlessness is apparent in nonhidden Markov chain models that are trained on the same data [7] .
A graph-based representation of the model is also provided in Fig. 9 , which indicates the most likely operations for each state. As with the truss study, the hidden states discovered for the cooling system design task also encode higher-level designer behavior, which may be interpreted as designer intent. State 1 corresponds to the creation of new subsystems-the most likely operation in the state is the addition of a processor. However, the probability of staying in this state is quite low (only 35%). Participants were far more likely to transition to state 2 in which the predominant operations were the addition of sensors and coolers. This shows that designers in the cooling system study tended to create one subsystem and then elaborate it instead of instantiating multiple subsystems and elaborating them all simultaneously. From state 2, the probability of transitioning to state 3 is 26%. In state 3, several operations are employed-the movement of coolers and sensors, the addition of coolers, and the tuning of cooler parameters. State 4, in contrast, is dominated almost entirely by the tuning of cooler parameters.
Moreover, states 3 and 4 have a cyclic relationship with one another. The probability of transitioning from state 3 to state 4 is 19%, which is greater than the probabilities of transitioning to states 1 and 2 combined. The probability of transitioning from state 4 to state 3 is 15%, which is once again higher than the Model for low-performing participants is structurally identical to the aggregate model (Fig. 6) .
probabilities of transitioning to states 1 and 2 combined. This relationship indicates that once a designer reached either of these states he or she entered a cyclic tuning process in which system components were tuned, rearranged, and sometimes added. However, the addition (state 1) or expansion (state 2) of a new subsystem was relatively unlikely.
5.2 Performance-Differentiated Process Models. This section uses hidden Markov models to compare the high-and lowperforming designers from each of the studies (see Sec. 4.3 for a description of how performance was designated). Hidden Markov models were trained using four hidden states, since this structure was identified in Sec. 5.1 as being capable of accurately describing design activity. The model trained on the low-performing segment from the truss study is structurally identical to the aggregate model from Sec. 5.1 (see Fig. 6 ). However, the model trained on the high-performing designers from that study (shown in Fig. 10 ) shows marked differences from both the aggregate model and the low-performing model. The transmission and emission matrices for the models trained on high-and low-performing data are provided in Figs. 11(a) and 11(b) , respectively. These further illustrate the differences between the performance-differentiated models.
The primary structural difference in the model is that the operation for global resizing ("size (all)") shifts from state 3 to state 2. This indicates the introduction of a parameter operation to a state that was previously dominated by topology operations (namely, operations for removing elements from the truss), indicating that coarse member-sizing operations should be applied early during truss design to better guide the subsequent design operations. A secondary effect of this rearrangement is that state 3 is now devoted entirely to moving joints of the truss, which might indicate the importance of sweeping through a truss design to adjust joint locations.
The model trained on the low-performing segment from the cooling system study is also structurally identical to the aggregate model (see Fig. 9 ). However, the model trained on the highperforming data from that study (shown in Fig. 12 ) once again shows marked differences from both the aggregate model and the low-performing model. The transmission and emission matrices for the models trained on high-and low-performing data are provided in Figs. 13(a) and 13(b) , respectively.
In this case, two distinct differences are apparent. First, the operation for tuning a cooler is moved from state 3 to state 2. This once again results in the introduction of a parameter operation to a previously topology-dominated state, while simultaneously resulting in a state that is completely devoted to spatial operations (in Fig. 11 Comparison of transmission/emission matrices for the truss study trained on: (a) high-performing data and (b) low-performing data this case, moving coolers and sensors). The second change is the restructuring of topology operations in state 1. In the aggregate and low-performance models, state 1 is dominated by the operation for instantiating a new processor. However, in the highperformance model, state 1 is a more general topology addition state, containing operations for adding sensors and coolers in addition to processors. This may be evidence of a more incremental approach in high-performing participants. Whereas lowperforming participants may have instantiated several processors (state 1) and then attached sensors and coolers to them (state 2), high-performing participants fully instantiate a minimal subsystem (one sensor, one cooler, and one processor) before moving to state 2 to elaborate the subsystem, or remaining in state 1 to add an additional minimal subsystem.
Discussion
There is substantial similarity between the various hidden Markov models produced for the truss study and the cooling system study. The first similarity is that the aggregate models selected for both studies contained four hidden states that were consistent in terms of operation type (topology, spatial, or parameter). A topology operation changes the connectivity of components in a solution (for instance, adding a new joint to a truss, or removing a sensor from a cooling system). A parameter operation changes the value of an attribute associated with a specific Fig. 12 Visual representation of four-state hidden Markov model for high-performing participants from the cooling systems design study. Model for low-performing participants is structurally identical to aggregate model (Fig. 9) . Fig. 13 Comparison of transmission/emission matrices for the cooling system study trained on: (a) high-performing data and (b) low-performing data component of a solution (for instance, the cross section of a structural member or the flow rate of a cooler). Finally, spatial operations change the relative location of a component (for instance, moving a joint in a truss or moving a product in a cooling system). While spatial operations are technically a subset of parameter operations, we treat them distinctly because of the important role that spatial cognition plays in configuration design [8] .
A summary of predominant operation types in each of the hidden Markov states from the aggregate models of the two studies is provided in Table 2 . For both models, the first two states are purely focused on the topology of the potential solution. The third state is the only state in which spatial operations (physical relocation of solution components) are applied. The fourth and final state focuses purely on optimizing the parameters of the solution. These commonalities may be an indication of a common human approach to solving configuration design problems, a cognitive limit on human processing, or both. Interestingly, other work has found a four-state hidden Markov model to accurately depict cognitive states in some specific reasoning and informationprocessing tasks [23, 32] .
This work also used hidden Markov models to analyze the characteristics of high-and low-performing designers from the behavioral studies. The low-performance models are both structurally identical to the aggregate models of the same study (although the exact transition and emission parameter values differed slightly), while the high-performance models show distinctly different patterns of activity. In other words, the status quo pattern (followed by the majority of designers in both studies) resulted in solutions with mid-to-low quality, while achieving high quality required a departure from that majority. For both studies, the high-performance models (provided in Table 3 ) differ from the aggregate models in that a parameter operation shifts from state 3 to state 2. This has the effect of introducing a parameter operation early in the design process, in a state that was previously devoted solely to topology operations. A secondary effect of this rearrangement is that the third state in the high-performance models is devoted specifically to spatial operations.
The benefit derived from the differences between high-and low-performing models is likely twofold. First, the devotion of state 3 to spatial operations indicates that high-performing designers are engaged in prolonged phases of spatial activity with no modification of solution parameters. Since a spatial operation can impact multiple portions of the current solution, interweaving parameter operations with spatial operations (as did the lowperforming designers) can be premature. A superior strategy, as evidenced by this analysis, is to engage in spatial and parameter optimization separately. Second, the incorporation of a parameter operation in an early state that is otherwise dominated by topology (namely, state 2) indicates that high-performing designers coevolved solution topology and parameter values. Rather than focusing purely on modifying topology like the low-performing designers did, high-performing designers incorporated parameter tuning operations concurrently with topology operations, which allowed them to more accurately approximate the final performance of an early concept. This resulted in their ability to select a more effective topology, which in turn led to a higher quality solution. Initially, early application of parameter operations may appear to be greedy in nature, since the designer appears to be making needlessly small improvements at an early stage. However, the alternation between levels of detail (topological and parametric) is better described as opportunism [10] . Identifying it as such aligns this work with other research that has correlated opportunistic design activity with beneficial design outcomes [12] . This also implies that high-performing designers may have been responsive to emerging requirements or the attributes of current solutions, while low-performing designers were not. This result does not mean that designers should completely merge topology design and parametric design activities to achieve high performance, but rather that there is value in rapidly and opportunistically switching between the two early in design. In addition, the fact that both this work and that by Bender and Blessing [12] link opportunistic behavior to high quality solutions lends credence to the use of hidden Markov models for analyzing design process.
State 3 of the aggregate/low-performing model for the cooling system study (see Table 2 ) is also composed of several operation types at different levels of detail (topological, spatial, and parametric). While this may be indicative of rapid switching between operation types, and thus evidence of opportunism, state 3 of the corresponding truss model shows a different structure without topology operations. Thus, the presence of topology operations in state 3 of the cooling system model is likely a problem-specific anomaly, and not indicative of the broader, more general heuristics that are the target of this work.
The analyses on data from high-and low-performing participants are based on using four hidden states (a value chosen analytically in Sec. 5.1). For models trained on fewer hidden states (three or less), the models become so general that the structure of models trained on high-and low-performing data becomes nearly identical. Using a greater number of hidden states (five or more), increases the differences between the models trained on high-and low-performance data, but these differences are so multifarious that concise interpretation becomes challenging. Using exactly four-hidden states makes it possible to resolve models that differentiate between performance levels, while sufficiently generalizing the differences so that they become readily interpretable. This value was selected using a quantitative procedure.
In sum, this work demonstrates that high-performing designers engage in early search for an adequate system topology by estimating final quality through the application of a limited number of parameter operations concurrently with topology operations. This approach contrasts with low-performing designers, who almost perfectly separate topology and parameter operations. The heuristic approach of performing some parameter operations in concert with topology design has the potential to inform education and training of designers, through instruction in this strategy as a means of increasing availability of information during early search. There is also the potential to use this heuristic to inform more intelligent design algorithms, perhaps influencing the probabilistic order in which different types of design operations are applied over the course of solving.
Conclusions
This work used a data-mining approach to identify heuristics and patterns of activity displayed by designers in two behavioral studies. One of the behavioral studies challenged participants with the design of a truss structure, while the other tasked them with the design of an internet-connected home cooling system. The tasks in both studies can be classified as cases of full configuration design. A full record of the operations performed by participants during solving was recorded, and formed the corpus of data that was mined with hidden Markov models.
The first portion of this work applied hidden Markov models to the entirety of the data from each behavioral study, producing aggregate process models of designer activity. These models revealed strong similarities between the designers' approaches to the two studies, even though the tasks used in the studies were drawn from different domains (structural versus thermal/fluid) and that participants in one study used nearly ten times more operations than participants in the other. The first similarity was that the best model for each study had four hidden states. Further, the specific states from the two models matched in terms of the type of operation in each: the first two states were devoted to topology operations, the third state contained spatial (and other) operations, and the final state was devoted to parameter operations. The high degree of similarity between the two models indicates that these state patterns may be generalizable beyond the studies examined here across the broader class of configuration design problems.
The second portion of this work leveraged hidden Markov models to compare the processes of high-and low-performing designers. For each study a group of high-performing designers and a group of low-performing designers were designated, and a separate hidden Markov model was trained on each of these groups. There was once again alignment between the models from the two studies. The models of low-performing participants were identical in structure to the corresponding aggregate models, while the high-performing models showed different patterns of activity. The key difference was that high-performing designers incorporated parameter operations in states that were otherwise dominated by topology operations, a pattern that may be indicative of opportunistic design behavior. In doing so, highperforming designers could roughly tune the parameters of early design concepts. This in turn allowed them to better estimate the final quality of early concepts, providing more accurate information to guide the search process.
This work showed that hidden Markov models can be an effective tool for describing design processes. By employing this statistical tool, it was demonstrated that nuanced early search is crucial to creating high-quality configurations, and that more effective early search can be obtained through the judicious application of parameter operations concurrently with topology design. Three directions of future inquiry stem from the current work. First, an immediate avenue of future work should experimentally validate this heuristic and variants of it as a means of both monitoring progress toward a solution and improving the quality of designers' solutions. This should be undertaken experimentally using welldefined problems such as those investigated here as well as problems with ill-defined objective functions. The latter has the potential to definitively demonstrate the utility of the identified heuristics for use by human designers. Second, the benefit of the identified heuristic of applying early parameter operations should be examined for use in design synthesis algorithms. Often, design algorithms separate topology design from parameter design-this work shows that there may be some benefit from partially merging the two. Finally, this work identified a four-state model of design process based on the analysis of human behavior, which aligns with research that has identified four-state process models in other tasks [23, 32] . Fundamental investigation is necessary to determine if this number is a meaningful cognitive constant or constraint that holds across a variety of problems.
